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I. Statement of the Case

In this case, the Arbitrator made an error about an undisputed fact. As such, we set aside the portion of the award that flows from that error.

On several occasions, Union officials were unable to locate emails that they had stored in an Agency-provided electronic records system. Arbitrator William H. Mills issued an award finding that the Agency violated multiple provisions of the parties' collective-bargaining agreement by failing to provide the Union with the type of electronic records system described in the parties' agreement.

The question before us is whether the award is based on nonfacts. Because the Agency's first nonfact argument concerns a matter that the parties disputed at arbitration, we deny that exception. However, as the Agency notes in its second nonfact exception, the Arbitrator based one of the contractual violations on an erroneous finding concerning an undisputed fact. Accordingly, we set aside that violation and its associated remedy.

II. Background and Arbitrator’s Award

The Agency uses Microsoft Outlook as its email system. Within Outlook, certain users can create and access “.pst” files, which are used to store and organize selected Outlook emails. Once a user moves an email into a .pst file, it is no longer accessible from its original location within Outlook.

Under Article 49 of the parties’ agreement, the Agency must provide the Union with an electronic records system that allows Union officials to “retain[]” emails so that they are “accessible for later reference.” And, under Article 51 of the parties’ agreement, the Agency must address any of the Union’s issues “relating to the use of” that system. Several years ago, the Agency arranged for Union officials to have access to .pst files for Union work. On multiple occasions, certain Union officials were unable to locate emails that they had stored within their respective .pst files. As a result, the Union filed a grievance alleging that the Agency had failed to provide the Union with an electronic records system that complied with the parties’ agreement. The parties failed to resolve the dispute, and it proceeded to arbitration.

The Arbitrator framed the issue as: “Did the Agency comply with the collective[-]bargaining agreement[’s] requirements with respect to electronic communications and . . . services . . . provided to the Union?”

The Arbitrator found credible the Union officials’ allegations that (1) their .pst files, and the emails within them, repeatedly went missing, and (2) the Agency failed to provide the Union with prompt information-technology services related to those issues. The Arbitrator noted that none of the Agency’s witnesses provided any explanation as to why the Union experienced “repeated problems and substantial [service] delays.” And although the Agency contended that the Union officials had mismanaged their .pst files, the Arbitrator found no direct evidence to corroborate that claim. Accordingly, the Arbitrator concluded that the Agency violated Articles 49 and 51.

The Arbitrator then noted that, during the arbitration hearing, an Agency witness testified that the Agency’s electronic records system “taped over” emails that were older than ninety days. The Arbitrator stated that the witness’s statement “appear[ed] to be an admitted violation” of Article 49, Section 4(B) (Section 4) – which precludes the Agency from “utiliz[ing]
technological features that allow messages, such as emails, to expire.” Consequently, the Arbitrator concluded that the Agency violated Section 4.

As remedies for the violations of Articles 49 and 51, the Arbitrator directed the Agency to: make an effort to locate the Union’s lost .pst files; explain to the Union the details of, and train Union officials on, the .pst-file system; and apologize for those violations. To remedy the Section 4 violation, the Arbitrator directed the Agency to immediately “stop[]” and “discontinue” using an electronic records system that allows emails to expire after a certain period of time (the cease-and-desist remedy).

On July 16, 2018, the Agency filed exceptions to the award, and on August 17, 2018, the Union filed an opposition to the Agency’s exceptions.

III. Analysis and Conclusions

A. The Arbitrator’s finding that the Agency violated Articles 49 and 51 is not based on a nonfact.

The Agency argues that the Arbitrator’s conclusion that it violated Articles 49 and 51 is based on a nonfact. To establish that an award is based on a nonfact, the excepting party must show that a central fact underlying the award is clearly erroneous, but for which the arbitrator would have reached a different result. But the Authority will not find an award deficient on the basis of an arbitrator’s determination of any factual matter that the parties disputed at arbitration. In addition, an arbitrator’s conclusion that is based on an interpretation of a collective-bargaining agreement does not constitute a fact that may be successfully challenged as a nonfact.

Here, the Agency contends that it did not violate Articles 49 and 51 because it (1) provided the Union with an electronic records system that complied with the parties’ agreement, and (2) serviced that system by restoring some of the Union officials’ missing files. However, even assuming that the challenged finding is factual, the parties disputed these matters before the Arbitrator. Thus, the Agency’s argument does not provide a basis for finding the award deficient on nonfact grounds, and we deny the exception.

B. The Arbitrator’s finding that the Agency violated Section 4 is based on a nonfact.

The Agency contends that the Arbitrator’s finding that it violated Section 4 is based on a nonfact. As noted above, the Arbitrator found that the Agency violated Section 4 based on a witness’s statement that the Agency’s electronic records system “taped over” emails after ninety days. However, the evidence establishes that – in addition to the Outlook email service – the Agency uses a data-backup service to temporarily store copies of Outlook emails. It is undisputed that the witness was referring to the retention limits of that backup service. As the Union did not argue to the Arbitrator – and does not argue now – that emails within the “live” Outlook service expire, the Arbitrator’s conclusion that the Agency violated Section 4 is based on an erroneous factual finding. Therefore, we set aside that violation and the associated cease-and-desist remedy.

IV. Decision

We deny, in part, and grant, in part, the Agency’s exceptions.
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Member Abbott, dissenting:

No matter how the nonfact standard is applied, I would deny the Agency’s exceptions here because it is not the role of the Authority to save parties from poor choices they make at the bargaining table. Accordingly, I dissent.

Here, the Agency negotiated a provision – Article 49, Section 4(B) – which is unnecessarily and inexplicably broad and which the Arbitrator characterized as “unusual” and “onerous.” Specifically, Article 49, Section 4(B) provides that the Agency “will not utilize technological features that allow messages to expire.”

During 2015-2016, some Union messages and documents were “lost for reference and retrieval after a short period of time.” Although the explanations of why this occurred varied from witness to witness, it is undisputed that the “technical features” of the Agency’s system allowed messages and documents to “expire.” Therefore, the Arbitrator reasonably concluded that the Agency “admitted [to a] violation of the ‘substantial affirmative responsibilities placed on the Agency’” by Article 49, Section 4(B). Therefore, it is quite irrelevant which messages and documents (“backup” or others) were “taped over.”

As I have noted several times, it is imperative that the Authority bring clarity to our decisions and to ensure that they are written in such a manner that is clear and will be understood by the federal labor-management relations community. Yet, how the majority has rendered this hair-splitting decision here – finding nonfact while assuredly not re-evaluating the evidence as if we were a second arbitrator presiding over a second factual hearing – is beyond me. What is obviously needed is a reevaluation of the most troublesome aspect of our nonfact standard – the “disputed below” prong.

The nonfact exception must be more than sheer factual error by the Arbitrator; of that much I am certain we can all agree. What distinguishes nonfact from complained-about mistakes is that the error must be a fact (not a contract interpretation, not a credibility determination, and not a weighing of the evidence that is so “central” that “but for which” the arbitrator would have reached a different result. And yet we have added a prong of “disputed below” - where else would the parties dispute a fact if not before the arbitrator or they risk dismissal before us - that has been applied with undefined, inconsistent elasticity. Instead, we should give more weight to, and put the burden on the excepting party to demonstrate, the prongs that the fact must be “central” such that “but for which” the Arbitrator would have reached a different result.

Former Member Patrick Pizzella’s seminal dissent in U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Board of Veterans Appeals, provides guidance.

In recent years, the Authority has so conflated its application of the nonfact exception that now the exception is precluded whenever the Authority declares that the exception involves a matter that was “disputed” before the arbitrator, with no regard for how inconsistent, outrageous, or wrong is the finding, and with no consideration of how significant, or insignificant, is that finding to the arbitrator’s ultimate conclusion.

Thus, I would deny the Agency’s exceptions and sustain the Arbitrator’s award in its entirety.
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